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Abstract

Surgically placed Bioprosthetic Valves (BPV) are widely used in the pulmonary 
position for dysfunctional Right Ventricular Outflow Tract (RVOT) in patients with 
Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) as well as other conotruncal anomalies. The longevity of 
BPV in the pulmonary position is variable with inevitable dysfunction secondary to 
calcification, leaflet thickening, and subclinical thrombosis. Surgical replacement of 
dysfunctional BPV has been largely replaced by Transcatheter Pulmonary Valve (TPV) 
implantation, using the BPV frame as a landing zone, i.e., Valve-in-Valve (VIV) with 
good outcomes that are comparable to surgical valve replacement. In this mini review, 
we summarize outcomes, limitations, and technical considerations for transcatheter 
VIV implantation in the pulmonary position. 
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Introduction

Surgical implantation of a Bioprosthetic Valve (BPV) in the pulmonary position is 
one of the options for the treatment of postoperative Right Ventricular Outflow Tract 
(RVOT) dysfunction in patients with repaired congenital heart disease [1,2]. With the 
evolution of transcatheter technology initially with the balloon-expandable Melody 
valve (Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis, MN) over two decades ago and subsequently 
with the Sapien XT (Edwards Lifesciences LLC, Irvine, California) and Sapien S3 
valves, Transcatheter Pulmonary Valve (TPV) implantation is now considered first-line 
therapy to manage RVOT dysfunction in patients with favorable anatomy [3]. Both 
transcatheter and surgically placed bioprosthetic valves are prone to dysfunction due to 
various mechanisms, including calcification, subclinical leaflet thrombosis, and leaflet 
thickening [1,2,4]. TPV implantation provides an effective, and less invasive way 
of treating dysfunctional pulmonary valves, aiming to improve hemodynamics and 
reduce the total number of sternotomies for patients with RVOT dysfunction. While 
originally approved for implantation in dysfunctional RV-PA conduit, TPV has been 
implanted within surgical BPV in the pulmonary position, as well as dysfunctional 
TPV [4,5]. 

Literature Review

Deterioration of BPV and TPV

Outcomes of surgical BPV valve placement have been variable and reported 5 and 
10-year freedom from dysfunction is 53% to 92% and 20% to 73% [2,6,7]. Both 
porcine and bovine pericardial BPV have similar rates of valve dysfunction [6,8]. As 
for the Melody TPV, freedom from dysfunction at 5 and 10 years was 73% and 53%, 
respectively, and was higher in patients older than 21 years of age [9]. This was similar 
to another report, where freedom from valve replacement for Melody valve at 5 and 10 
years was 78.15% and 50.4%, respectively [10]. The data for Sapien Valves is shorter 
rates of surgical valve replacement at 3 and 5 years were 97.6 ± 2.3% (CI; 93.2-100.0) 
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and 94.3 ± 4.0% (CI; 87.7-100.0) with Sapien-XT and 97.8 ± 
2.1% (CI; 95.3-100) and 97.8 ± 2.0% CI; 95.3-100) with S3, 
respectively [10]. The cumulative incidence of re-intervention for 
TPV from a large international registry was 25% at 8 years, which 
is comparable to surgical BPV re-intervention.

Outcomes of VIV for the pulmonary position

Transcatheter VIV represents an alternative to surgery and may 
reduce the total number of surgical interventions for patients with 
congenital heart disease. A recent meta-analysis indicated that 
the number of thoracotomies is a risk factor for VT in patients 
with tetralogy of Fallot [11]. Reports of transcatheter VIV in a 
dysfunctional BPV have shown high rates of immediate and short-
term success [5,12]. Melody stent fracture has been described as 
one of the etiologies behind TPV dysfunction and stenosis [4,13]. 
Such a phenomenon is less likely to happen when the Melody valve 
is deployed within the stented BPV or with present placement 
[14]. The same is true when it comes to transcatheter VIV in a 
dysfunctional TPV. A recent study showed transcatheter VIV is 
more sustainable than mere balloon dilation of a dysfunctional 
Melody valve [4], especially when Melody stent fracture is present 
[4]. Freedom from re-intervention after transcatheter VIV (the 
second TPV) is reported to be higher when compared with the 
initial TPV [13].

Technical considerations

Intentional fracture: Unlike surgical BPV, homografts and 
conduits can be expanded beyond their nominal diameter [15]. 
BPV is composed of a rigid sewing ring that supports leaflets and 
commissural posts [16], which limits the maximum diameter that 
can be achieved with VIV. The true Inner Diameter (ID) is usually 
2 mm-3 mm smaller than the labeled diameter, which refers to the 
outer diameter of the BPV supporting frame [16,17]. Implanting 
VIV within a limited diameter leads to a further decrease in ID 
and effective orifice, creating patient prosthesis mismatch (PPM) 
further impacting the ultimate effective orifice size and not 
relieving valvar gradient. Intentional fracture of the BPV ring 
(Edwards Perimount bioprosthesis) was first described less than 
a decade ago [18], using an ultra-high-pressure balloon (Atlas 
Gold balloon), which then allowed implantation of VIV at a larger 
diameter than the original BPV true ID. An important finding 
from bench testing is that the fabric covering the ring remains 
intact, protecting the adjacent structure from the edges of the 
broken ring [18]. Several other studies corroborated the safety and 
efficacy of intentional fracture before or after VIV implantation 
in the aortic and pulmonary position to achieve a larger effective 
orifice and better hemodynamics [17,19,20]. From a technical 
standpoint, an ultra-high-pressure balloon has been used, with a 
balloon size usually 1 mm larger than the nominal BPV diameter, 
which typically translates into 3 mm-5 mm larger than the true 

ID [17,19,21,22]. In some instances, the ring is fractured with a 
balloon diameter of 1 mm less than the nominal diameter [17]. 
BPV fracture is usually associated with a sudden drop in balloon 
pressure, occasionally audible crack, and fluoroscopic evidence 
of ring disruption [21,22] (Figure 1). The use of a larger balloon 
diameter relative to the stenosis may exert the same force with 
lower inflation pressure [23]. However, caution should be exercised 
when using a larger balloon, especially when the main pulmonary 
artery is relatively small. It was demonstrated before that the fabric 
covering of the ring remains intact despite the fracture of the ring 
itself. It is unclear whether this remains true when using larger 
balloons. 

There is no consistent balloon size and/or inflation pressure that 
predicts BPV ring fracture due to variability between different BPV 
and factors related to valve-tissue interaction and geometry [17]. 
While most of the BPV can be fractured, several studies reported a 
failure to intentionally fracture the Trifecta and Hancock II valves 
[17,21,22]. 

A newer iteration of BPV is now available with a ring that is 
designed to be balloon-dilated predictably [24]. Inspiris Resilia 
(Edwards Lifesciences) valve ring as well as the commisural posts 
are designed with overlapping segments at nominal diameter that 
allow expansion in a precise fashion during valvuloplasty [24] 
(Figure 2). 

Pre-stenting: It is not clear whether pre-stenting is necessary after 
fracturing BPV and before VIV implantation. Pre-stenting seems 
appropriate when significant recoil of the valve ring is noted after 
fracture [17], and if using the Melody valve, which has a platinum-
iridium stent frame with less radial strength than the cobalt-
chromium frame of the Sapien Valve [25]. Pre-stenting may reduce 
the effective orifice by occupying space within the BPV ring. 

Figure 1: Disruption of the CE Magna 3000 valve ring after intentional fracturing 

with ultrahigh pressure balloon.
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inherent characteristics of the valve itself. The angle of the BPV 
with the homograft/conduit might be prohibitive for VIV. 
Finally, coronary compression is rare but possible. Patients with 
conotruncal anomalies will eventually need multiple surgeries over 
their lifetime. Transcatheter VIV represents a reasonable way to 
reduce the total number of surgeries, which, to our knowledge, 
has not been studied systematically. There are instances where the 
decision between VIV within a dysfunctional BPV vs. surgical 
replacement of the BPV is equivocal. Collaboration between the 
surgical and cath teams is paramount to achieve the best outcomes.

Discussion

Intentional fracture of certain rigid-frame BPV devices in the 
pulmonary position is feasible, allows greater enlargement of the 
TPV compared with implant into an un-fractured BPV. With 
current valve technology there is concern for continued valve 
deterioration which can only be potentiated from stenosis due 
to patient prosthesis mismatch. With this in mind setting up the 
valve frame to decrease patient prosthesis mismatch with smaller 
BPV that is less than ideal for an adult, and placement of a TPV 
within the relatively small BPV which would result in further loss 
of orifice area would be potentiate early valve failure. Preliminary 
data published regarding intentional frame fracture technique both 
in the aortic and pulmonary position in encouraging but longer 
term data will be necessary to understand the applications and 
limitations of this adjunctive technique. The addition of stented 
trileaflet valve comprised of RESILIA bovine pericardial tissue 
that is mounted on a flexible frame gives the option of predictable 
expansion for valve in valve therapy.

Conclusion

In conclusion, transcatheter VIV in dysfunctional BPV is safe and 
effective. Intentional fracture of the BPV ring provides a larger 
effective valve orifice and better hemodynamics. Intentional 
fracture of the BPV ring is safe and achievable in most BPVs with 
an ultrahigh-pressure balloon. Specific technical aspects of the 
procedure should be considered to achieve optimal deployment of 
VIV. Newer stented BPV technology allow predictable expansion 
for VIV therapy.
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Figure 2: Image A; Resilia valve before intervention. Image B: after balloon 

dilation and expansion of the valve ring at the specific site designed for balloon 

dilation (arrow), known as the “VFit zone,” as well as expansion of commissural 

posts.

Figure 3: Deployment site for transcatheter VIV. TPV has to span across the basal 

ring (not just the commissural posts) to ensure stability and avoid embolization. 

Note: Image A: Sapien TPV deployed within Biocor Epic Plus valve. Image B: 

Sapien TPV deployed within Biocor Epic valve.
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